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Introduction
Antidumping (AD) duties are levied when a foreign ﬁrm is found to price in their export

market below “normal” value for the product, and cause material injury to domestic ﬁrms.
An AD duty is supposed to be equal to the calculated dumping margin, i.e., the diﬀerence
between the normal value and the export price of the product, and thus protecting domestic
industries against dumping behavior. After AD duties are imposed, the US Department of
Commerce (USDOC) initiates an administrative review each year upon the request of investigated foreign parties, and recalculates AD duties using transactions from the 12 months
immediately preceding the administrative review request. If a review determines that the
margin during the review period diﬀers from the previous margin used as a basis for the
importers’ cash deposit, a refund (or bill) in the amount of the diﬀerence plus interest is
rebated (or charged). Although the AD duties seem to be simple ad valorem tariﬀs on the
surface, the refund policy through the administrative review generates anticipatory eﬀects
on the ﬁrms that lead to a diﬀerent outcome.
Recent studies, including Blonigen and Haynes (2002) and Blonigen and Park (2004),
focused on the role of the anticipatory eﬀects on the exporters’ side. These papers indicate
that because the administrative review process allows exporters to recover the AD duty
payment by increasing their current pricing, the export price should be set higher under
AD duties than standard tariﬀs. While the previous studies mainly focus on the exporters’
anticipation, the presence of the refund policy aﬀects an importers’ response to the tariﬀs
as well. In general, importers decide the import volume to the extent that the import prices
are equal to their marginal costs. Under standard tariﬀs, marginal cost is simply the export
prices multiplied by the tariﬀ, while in the presence of AD duties, the marginal costs depends
not only on the export prices and AD duty rate but also the importers’ anticipation on the
refund rate. For example, if importers anticipate a 10% refund, the volume of imports is
based on the export prices multiplied by the tariﬀ rate minus 10% in a competitive market.1
1

As the US government rebates the interest in addition to the refund, importers’ discount on the future
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The importers’ anticipation plays an important role in the analyses of tariﬀ pass-through
into importers’ market prices, which use export prices plus the tariﬀ rates as dependent
variable. However, as pointed out in Kelly (2010) and Blonigen and Haynes (2010), we
cannot construct the dependent variable under AD duties in a similar fashion because of
the presence of the importers’ anticipation. Despite its importance, how the importers’
anticipation forms and evolves has not been statistically analyzed. Therefore, this paper
analyzes the role of the anticipatory eﬀects not only from the exporters’ side but also from
the importers’ side.
This paper examines US–Canada softwood lumber disputes to assess the role of exporters’ and importers’ anticipatory eﬀects. The softwood lumber dispute between the US
and Canada is known as one of the longest trade disputes in history; it dates back to the
time of the Great Depression, and has involved extensive litigation in the US, the NAFTA,
and the WTO over subsidization and dumping. As a result, the Canadian softwood lumber
industry has been faced with various forms of trade policies in its history. This feature of the
softwood lumber disputes allows us to compare the diﬀerences among trade policies. In this
paper, we study two forms of trade policies: standard tariﬀs under the ﬁve-year Softwood
Lumber Agreement (SLA) in 19962 and antidumping (AD) duties from 2002 to 2006.3
Using a panel data with disaggregated lumber products at eight-digit Harmonized Tariﬀ
Schedule (HTS) level, we employ a demand estimation technique to reveal the importers’
anticipation and a pass-through analysis to reveal the exporters’ anticipation. Based on these
analyses, we make three contributions to the literature on AD duties. First, we provide
a diﬀerent way to deal with the problem in constructing importers’ market prices under
AD duties by revealing the importers’ anticipation. Previous studies, Gallaway, Blonigen,
refund is taken into account.
2
To be precise, Canadian exporters were subject to tariﬀ-rate-quota, not just standard tariﬀs, from 1996.
However, because the level of the quota was small compared with the total Canadian exports during SLA,
Canadian exporters should set their prices at a marginal cost equal to marginal production cost plus the
tariﬀs; therefore, we regard the tariﬀ-rate-quota as standard tariﬀs.
3
Countervailing duties (CVD) were simultaneously imposed from 2002 to 2006. We discuss about the
CVD in the following section.
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and Flynn (1999) and Blonigen and Haynes (2010), assume that the importers are perfect
foresight, that is, they can correctly predict the refund rate determined in the administrative
review at the time of importing; however, the empirical results presented in this paper do
not support this presumption and indicate that the importers were likely to modify their
anticipation adaptively in the sense that they adjust their anticipation at the time of the
release of the administrative reviews based on the revised refund rate.
Second, we incorporate the demand estimation techniques in the pass-through regression in order to disentangle the eﬀect of unobserved demand shocks. The importance of
unobserved demand shocks is indicated in the literature on demand models, such as Berry,
Levinsohn, and Pakes (1995), Bajari and Benkard (2005a) and Goolsbee and Petrin (2004),
and that on hedonic analysis, Bajari and Benkard (2005b). In this paper, we develop the reduced form pass-through regression taking account of the eﬀect of unobserved demand shocks
similar to Goolsbee and Petrin (2004) that incorporate the unobserved demand shocks (or
characteristics) in the estimation of an equilibrium pricing equation.
Finally, we assess the impacts on anticipatory eﬀects on the determination of pass-through
into importers’ market prices, and then reveal the eﬀect on welfare. This paper shows that
AD duties and standard tariﬀs has similar inﬂuences on the import prices on average: the
importers’ prices increased because of the exporters’ anticipation, but the increase was oﬀset
by the importers’ anticipation. However, it also shows that the pass-though of AD duties
is diﬀerent from period to period: in the early stages of the AD duties, the pass-through of
AD duties was higher than that of standard tariﬀs, while it is lower in the latter stages. The
welfare eﬀects are therefore diﬀerent from period to period, and in particular, the welfare
costs of AD duty was huge, about 177% of the standard tariﬀs, while they are oﬀset by
reduction at late stage. In the previous study of the welfare cost of AD duty, Gallaway,
Blonigen, and Flynn (1999) quantify the US AD and countervailing duty (CVD) order in
1993, and show that US consumer suﬀered by the amount of 4 billion US dollars (USD) from
AD and CVD, assuming that importers can correctly assess the refund rate and exporters
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have no anticipatory eﬀect. The contribution of this paper is to reveal the cost of AD duty
taking the role of anticipatory eﬀects into account. Note that, in terms of quantitative
assessment of trade policies based on structural econometric models, this paper in line with
the previous studies such as Berry, Levinsohn, and Pakes (1999), Goldberg and Verboven
(2001), Friberg and Ganslandt (2006), Clerides (2008), and Kitano (2011). While previous
studies focus on the oligopolistic competition markets, this paper focuses on a market with
a large number of ﬁrms.
The organization of the paper is as follows. The next section describes the US-Canada
softwood lumber disputes. It also discusses the institutional features of trade remedy policies
in the US. The description in Section 2 has a direct bearing on the formulation of empirical
strategies and the interpretation of quantitative results in the subsequent analyses of this
paper. Section 3 introduces the simple theoretical model of dynamic pricing, and Section
4 introduces an estimation model. Section 5 presents estimation results and based on the
results, Section 6 reports the eﬀects of the anticipation on the import prices and welfare.
Section 7 concludes, followed by Data Appendix.

2

Background: US Trade Remedies on Softwood Lumber
Lumber refers to wood products cut on all four sides to some particular length, including

wood produced from trees such as pine, spruce, ﬁr, and cedar. Softwood lumber is one of
Canada’s largest exports to the US, with 21.5 billion board feet of lumber shipped in 2005
alone. Indeed, Canada now supplies over a third of the US consumption of this product.
Those exports were worth $8.5 billion, comprising an important element of the largest trading
relationship in the world (Random Lengths, 2006). In 2005, imports of softwood lumber from
Canada totaled US$7.01 billion, accounting for approximately 3% of trade between the two
countries. Canadian producers are normally required to pay a stumpage fee in order to
6

obtain a right to harvest timber on crown lands, whose area covers a large part of forest
in Canada. US lumber producers have claimed that this stumpage program function as a
subsidy scheme for Canadian producers because it allows them to harvest the lumber at a
much lower stumpage fee compared to that in the US. Although the lumber disputes have
long history, the paper focuses on US-Canada trade disputes in the period from 1997 to
2006 when the AD duty and CVD were imposed. In this section, we ﬁrst summarize the
important events associated with the US-Canada softwood lumber disputes. See also Figure
1 that summarizes the events during the periods of this study in the US-Canada softwood
lumber disputes. We then move to Section 2.2 and provide an overview of US trade remedy
investigation procedures.

2.1

US – Canada Softwood Lumber Disputes, 1996 to 2006

Softwood Lumber Agreement (from 1996 to 2001)
The US and Canadian governments reached an agreement, called Softwood Lumber
Agreement(SLA), on the restriction of Canadian softwood lumber exports in 1996. The
SLA was eﬀective from April 1996 to March 2001, and under the agreement, Canadian producers residing in the four provinces, Alberta, British Columbia, Ontario and Quebec, could
export 14.7 billion board feet of softwood lumber without a fee, and an additional 0.65 billion
board feet of exports were subject to a fee of 50 USD per thousand board feet. Amounts in
excess of 15.35 billion board feet were subject to a fee of 100 USD per thousand board feet.4
The fee levels were updated every year, and increased over the SLA period, as is indicated
in Figure 2, which shows the average tariﬀ rates, measured as the ratio of the tariﬀs to the
average export unit value of the softwood lumber. Note that the structure of this trade
policy is identical to the tariﬀ-rate-quota, although the Canadian government had right to
collect the duty rather than the US. We hereafter refer to the trade policy under the SLA
as tariﬀ-rate-quota.
4

One board foot is equal to a 1-inch thick board, 12 inches in width and 1 foot in length.
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Trade Remedies (from 2002 to 2006)
Upon the termination of the ﬁve-year pact of SLA in 1996, a group of US producers
ﬁled petitions of AD and CVD against Canadian exports of softwood lumber. The USDOC
and US International Trade Commission (USITC) began investigations in response to these
petitions.
The USDOC and USITC have distinct roles in legal procedures regarding AD and CVD.
The USDOC calculates the respective AD and CVD margins, while the USITC determines
whether the corresponding US domestic industries had been materially injured by the import
of products under investigation. AD and CVD follow the same procedure with slight diﬀerences in the duration of investigations taken before preliminary and ﬁnal determinations.
In May 2001, USITC made the aﬃrmative preliminary determination on both AD and
CVD, and hence the legal process continued. The USDOC preliminary determination of
CVD was released in August 2001 with a long delay from the schedule. The level of CVD
in the preliminary determination was 19.3%, uniformly imposed on all Canadian provinces
except for the Atlantic Canada. The preliminary determination of AD case was issued in
October 2001. As many ﬁrms were involved in exporting softwood lumber to the US, the
USDOC only investigated the dumping margins for the six largest companies in Canada,
and imposed the weighted average of the investigated ﬁrm’s margins on the other Canadian
ﬁrms. The average margin was calculated as 12.6%.
AD and CVD laws rule that the duty be collected retroactively from up to 90 days before
the USITC determination of preliminary determination of positive injury. Hence, ﬁrms have
an incentive to alter their pricing strategy during the periods of investigation in case of the
retroactive imposition of duty.5 The USDOC declared that the CVD be retroactive to May
19, which indicates that importers had to prepare the cash deposit to pay the CVD after May
19, and the duty would be actually collected if the ﬁnal determination was also aﬃrmative
and retroactive. Contrary to the CVD determination, AD duty was not retroactive. The
5

Furthermore, ﬁrms tend to price higher during the periods of investigation to reduce the likelihood of
positive ﬁnal determination.
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diﬀerence in preliminary determination was likely to make foreign ﬁrms care about the
retroactive payment of the CVD seriously, but not that of the AD duty.
AD and CVD Gap Period
The unique aspect of the softwood lumber case is the presence of the AD and CVD gap
period. In the softwood lumber case, the USDOC and USITC were obliged to issue the ﬁnal
determination within 180 (120) days after the preliminary determinations of AD (CVD)
came out.6 Otherwise, the US government would not be able to collect duty retroactively
during the period from the date of termination to the issuance of ﬁnal determination. This
period is called the “Gap” period.
The softwood lumber case began in 2001 and turned out to be fairly complicated; for example, the petitions from US producers and the replies from Canadian producers totaled over
265,000 pages, which made it diﬃcult to issue the ﬁnal determination within the scheduled
timeframe. More importantly, the incident occurred in September the 11th added another
factor contributing to the delay. Accordingly, the preliminary CVD determination was expired on December 15, 2001 and the preliminary AD determination expired on May 5 of the
next year. The ﬁnal AD and CVD determinations ﬁnally came out at the same time on May
22 of 2002, with aﬃrmative determinations for both cases. As noted above, the preliminary
CVD determination was retroactive, but the ﬁnal determination ordered no retroactive AD
and CVD duties, as indicated in Figure 1. The CVD duty was ﬁnalized at 18.79%, applied
to the producers in Canadian provinces except for the Maritime Provinces, and the ﬁnal AD
duties were 8.43% for the ﬁrms not investigated.
Administrative Reviews
Once the AD and CVD were ﬁnalized and applied to a product, the importers of Canadian softwood lumber paid US Customs a cash deposit equal to the ad valorem AD and
6

The days within which USDOC and USITC obliged to issue the ﬁnal determination depend on whether
the the AD(CVD) investigation are complicated case or not. See Appendix B of Antidumping and Countervailing Duty Handbook published by ITC (available at http://www.usitc.gov/trade_remedy/documents/
handbook.pdf), for the statutory timetables for AD and CVD investigations.
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CVD duties times the value of the subject product. This cash deposit, however, do not
necessarily represent the ﬁnal amount of duties to be assessed on softwood lumber imported
from Canada. The importer could obtain the refund in subsequent years through the process
known as an administrative review. Under the review, USDOC recalculates AD and CVD
duty based on the level of subsidy and the dumping margin recalculated during the periods
of trade remedies. The actual liability of importer may change in accordance with the diﬀerence between actual duty and the initial duty determined in the investigation. As described
in Blonigen and Haynes (2002), before 1984, the determination of the actual liability was assessed by automatic yearly administrative reviews by the USDOC. For the case under study,
on the anniversary of the date when the ﬁnal AD and CVD were issued, the USDOC asked
for requests by interested parties for administrative reviews of AD and CVD. Requests came
from previously investigated Canadian ﬁrms and Canadian government. Upon the receipt
of the requests, the USDOC recalculated the AD and CVD. CVD were assessed presumably
based on the amount of the government’s subsidy provided through a stumpage fee, and the
reassessment of AD duties was based on the information from the 12 months immediately
preceding the administrative review request. If a review determined that dumping or subsidy
margins diﬀer from the previous margins used as a basis for the importers’ cash deposit, a
bill (or refund) equal to the amount of the diﬀerence plus interest is charged (or rebated).
While CVD is based on a government subsidy, which is presumably outside the control of
ﬁrms’ pricing decisions, the dumping margin is not. The administrative review allowed foreign ﬁrms under investigation to evade the duty by altering either or both of their export
and own domestic prices.
In the softwood lumber disputes under study, the data periods contains four AD periods
when the AD duty rate could be revised through the administrative reviews: May 22, 2002 to
March 31, 2003; April 1, 2003 to March 31, 2004; April 1, 2004 to March 31, 2005; and April
1, 2005 to March 31, 2006. We discuss further details of the AD investigation procedure in
the next subsection.
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The ﬁrst period of the AD and CVD administrative review, which calculated the actual
dumping margin and the level of subsidy from May 22, 2002 to March 31, 2003, started in
June 2003 at the requests of Canadian exporter for AD and the government for CVD. The
ﬁnal determination by the USDOC was released on December 14, 2004 and ﬁnalized with
a slight amendment in February 2005. The CVD was lowered from 18.8% to 16.4%, while
the average AD rate was lowered from 8.4% to 3.8%. As a result, Canadian exporters were
refunded the diﬀerence between the duty paid during the periods of investigation and the
duty recalculated in the administrative review. Similarly, the second administrative review,
which calculated the actual dumping margin from April 1, 2003 to March 31, 2004, was
ﬁnalized in January 2006. The CVD and average AD was further reduced to 8.7% and
2.1%, respectively. However, the third and fourth administrative reviews started in 2005
and 2006, respectively, and the preliminary determination of the third administrative review
was released in May 2006, in which the CVD was increased slightly from 8.7% to 11.2%, and
the AD duty was increased slightly from 2.1% to 3.5%. However, they were not ﬁnalized
because the US and Canadian governments signed a new SLA in September 2006. Under the
new SLA, Canadian exporters were refunded all the duty paid during the periods of trade
remedies.

2.2

Calculation of Dumping Margin

While the CVD is calculated based on the amount of subsidies provided by the exporting government, the USDOC has several ways to compute the dumping margin associated
with AD duties. The USDOC typically compares sales transactions that occurred in both
exporting and importing markets for the six months prior to the date when the petition is
ﬁled to determine both the preliminary and ﬁnal AD duties. The dumping margin is usually
calculated based on the diﬀerence between the foreign export price and home market price
of the good.
Note that the foreign export price is the price at which the product under investigation
11

or administrative review is sold, or agreed to be sold, for exportation to the US, or in the
US.7 As Kelly (2010) points out, USDOC refers the price before importing or adding AD
duties in recalculating the dumping margin in the administrative reviews.
To compare the prices, the USDOC converts the investigated ﬁrm’s home market price
in foreign currency unit into the price in USD, using the bilateral exchange rate of the
subject country at the time of the US transactions. The home market prices are ordinary
the actual transaction prices in the foreign market. In the case of softwood lumber, however,
the USDOC did not use the actual data on home market price in the calculation of the
dumping margin. Instead, they employed the constructed value, which is an estimate of
what the price should have been based on the cost of production that was privately obtained
by Canadian producers, plus administrative expenses and a proﬁt margin.
The constructed value method is usually employed when the investigated foreign ﬁrm
does not have suﬃcient sales of a like product in its own market.8 However, the softwood
lumber case was applied to the constructed value method for opposite reasons: because
there was a large number of softwood producers in Canada selling a myriad of diﬀerent
products through hundreds of thousands of individual transactions, the USDOC did not
use the price comparison methods and employed the constructed value method to make the
proceeding more manageable.9 Then, the dumping margin for softwood lumber imported
from Canada was thus calculated as the diﬀerence between the US export price and the
USDOC constructed domestic price in Canada.
The administrative reviews were conducted for both AD and CVD in each of the four
periods deﬁned before. In the next section, we discuss how the presence of the administrative
review process aﬀects the importers’ and exporters’ behavior.

7

See Chapter 7 of 2009 Antidumping Manual released by USITA (available at http://ia.ita.doc.gov/
admanual/index.html) for more detail on the export price.
8
See Blonigen (2006) and Irwin (2009) for more detail on the calculation of the dumping margin.
9
See Federal Register Vol.66, No.215, pp.55062.
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3

Anticipatory Eﬀects in the Presence of AD Duties
In this section, we explain how the presence of the administrative review process aﬀects

the importers’ and exporters’ behavior. We analyze a vertical relationship between exporters
and importers: exporters set their prices under monopolistic competition and importers
purchase the exporters’ products and sell them under perfect competition. We believe that
this representation of the softwood lumber industry is reasonable because as documented in
Leckey (2007), although there are a large number of mills that export the softwood lumber,
there is still opportunity for each mill to diﬀerentiate its products by the level of quality and
by the appearance of the lumber it produces. On the other hand, there is a much larger
number of importers and hence they ﬁnd it diﬃcult to diﬀerentiate their products. Under
this setting, importers decide the volume of imports after observing exporters’ pricing, while
exporters set their prices taking account of the importers response to the pricing.
We introduce the model in the presence of the AD duties to assess the importers’ and
exporters’ anticipation. In the following model, we do not directly incorporate the presence
of CVD because, as we will discuss in Section 3.3, the presence of CVD does not alter the
qualitative implications in our model. Therefore, we do not mention about CVD in the
following analysis unless necessary.
Before describing the models, we ﬁrst introduce the prices used in the subsequent analysis
in order to avoid confusion. We use three kinds of price in this paper. The ﬁrst is the export
price that the exporters set in selling their products to importers, as deﬁned in Section 2.2.
The second is the import price that the importers pay at the time of importation and is
calculated as the export price plus a tariﬀ. The third is the US market price, which is the
selling price in the US market. As we will discussed in the following section, import prices
should be equal to US market prices under the standard tariﬀs (and perfect competition);
however, they can be diﬀerent in the presence of the anticipatory eﬀects.
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3.1

Importers’ Anticipation

Importers have to pay tariﬀs or AD duties set by the government. In the case of standard
tariﬀs, the importers simply add the tariﬀs to the export prices and hence the vertical market
structure reduces to a simple monopolistic competition model with tariﬀs. On the other
hand, as discussed in Kelly (2010) and Blonigen and Haynes (2010), importers can obtain
refunds through administrative review in the case of AD duties. Therefore, the volume of
imports depends on not only the export prices and the level of the AD duties but also the
expected refund rate determined in the future administrative review. Then, the US market
price in Canadian dollars (CAD) of product j is written as follows:

pkq = p̄kq [(1 + τ ) − rqI ],

(1)

where p̄kq is the export price of product k at time period q, τ is an ad valorem AD duty and
rqI is an expected rate of refund at time period q. Note that τ and rqI are equal to zero under
free trade and standard tariﬀs.
We assume that the importers’ anticipation on a refund depends on the past, i.e., rqI =
E[rq |r−q ], where rq is the refund rate determined in the future administrative review, and
r−q is the vector of refund rates released by the USDOC before time q. Therefore, we assume
that the importers do not respond to the current pricing in deciding their volumes of imports.
This assumption is based on Blonigen (2006), who indicates the diﬃculty in predicting the
AD margin because of the US government’s substantial discretion on the determination of
the AD margin. In particular, it is much more diﬃcult for importers because the refund
rate depends on the exporters pricing not only in a particular market where the importers
conduct transactions but also in other markets where they do not conduct transactions.10
Due to this institutional feature of the calculation of the dumping margin, the ﬁrm may not
10

In particular, according to the practice known as “zeroing” in the determination of the AD rate, a
ﬁrm-speciﬁc AD rate is the weighted average of these transactions-speciﬁc margins, treating transactions
with negative dumping as zero dumping margins.
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obtain the refund if the other ﬁrms still imported the product from the same exporter at
lower prices even though a ﬁrm imports a product from an exporter at much higher prices
than before.
Note that importers do not have information on pricing to predict the refund rate at
the time of importation, while exporters have more information because they know the
information on prices for all transactions. Therefore, exporters have advantages in predicting
the future refund. In this model, we assume that the exporters’ expectations depend on the
current pricing not just the released refund rates r−q . In other words, the importers do not
modify their expectations based on the current pricing, while the exporters do.

3.2

Exporters’ Anticipation

In the presence of importers’ anticipation on the future refund, exporters decide their
pricing taking account of the changes in the importers’ anticipation according to their pricing.
Then, the exporter’s proﬁt function in CAD units under AD duty can be written as follows.

πk = p̄kq · xkq (ep̄kq [(1 + τ ) − rqI ]) − c(xkq (ep̄kq · [(1 + τ ) − rqI ])) + v E (p̄kq )

(2)

where x is the demand for the good k at time q, e is the USD price of CAD, τ is the AD duty
rate, and v E (p̄kq ) captures the dynamic incentives of exporters. Under the assumption made
in the previous section, although the importers do not adjust their anticipation on the refund
rate based on the current pricing, exporters take account of the revision of the importers’
anticipation in the future that aﬀects the future exporters’ proﬁts. Therefore, v E (p̄kq ) is an
′

increasing function of the current price during the periods of AD duty, or v E > 0.
Note that we assume that pricing in Canada does not aﬀect the calculation of the refund
in the administrative review; instead, the refund is solely determined by the pricing in the
US market. As is discussed in the previous section, the assumption is reasonable in the case
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of the AD duty on Canadian softwood lumber11 because the USDOC computed the margin
based on the constructed price method that uses an exporters’ estimated cost of production
instead of their pricing.
From the proﬁt maximization problem, the price in the importers market is determined
as follows:

(
p̄kq =

η
1−η

)

where

′

(c′ + g(v E )),

(3)

′

vE
g(v ) ≡
.
∂x/∂p
E′

(4)
′

η is the elasticity of demand, and c′ is marginal cost. g(·) is a function of v E , which is
′

positive in the presence of AD duty, and hence g(v E ) > 0 because the derivative of the
inverse demand function is negative. This pricing equation indicates that exporters set their
prices higher under AD duties than those under standard tariﬀs because of the presence of
the exporters’ anticipation.
In the empirical analysis in the following section, we estimate the pass-through of AD
duties, the percentage change in export prices resulting from 1% change in the AD duty
rate. In particular, we compare the pass-through of AD duties with that of standard tariﬀs
estimated from the SLA periods.

3.3

Notes on the Anticipation

The model introduced ignores some aspects of the US softwood lumber market during
the periods of investigation. Before turning to the empirical analysis, we discuss how the
gap between the model and practice aﬀects the the analyses of the importers’ and exporters’
anticipation.
Role of CVD
So far, we have focused only on the role of AD duties in the importers’ and exporters’
11

See also the discussion in Blonigen and Park (2004) for the justiﬁcation of the assumption.
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anticipation. However, as is mentioned, the US government implemented not only the AD
duties but also the CVD. Therefore, it is worth considering how the coexistence of CVD
aﬀects the outcome presented in the previous analyses.
Consider the importers’ anticipation ﬁrst. As explained in the previous section, CVD can
also be recovered through administrative review; therefore, CVD also aﬀects the importers’
anticipation similar to the AD. However, the presence of CVD does not change the structure
of the model if we consider the tariﬀ rate in our model as the sum of the rates of AD duty
and CVD in an empirical analysis. For this reason, our model does not explicitly incorporate
the role of CVD in the importers’ anticipation; however, note that this paper will reveal the
importers’ anticipation generated not only from the AD duty but also the CVD.
On the other hand, CVD does not aﬀect the exporters’ anticipation because the refund
rate is out of the exporters’ control; rather, the refund rate depends on the government
policy on the subsidization. Therefore, we need not to respecify the model because of the
presence of the CVD in terms of the exporters’ anticipation.
Comparison of the pass-through of AD duties and tariﬀ-rate-quota under the SLA
This paper compares the pass-through of tariﬀs under the AD duties and tariﬀ-ratequotas under the SLA. With respect to this comparison, we have two problems. First, we
focus on the trade policy during the periods of SLA that was tariﬀ-rate-quotas rather than
standard tariﬀs. Therefore, the pass-through of tariﬀs under SLA might be diﬀerent from
that of standard tariﬀs. The diﬀerence, however, does not matter because the quantity of
exports during the periods of SLA was always exceeded the limit of quota: if the quantity of
export exceeds the limit of quota, the marginal costs should be equal to marginal production
cost plus the tariﬀs. As a result, the pricing equation derived from the tariﬀ-rate-quota and
standard tariﬀs becomes identical.
Second, we focus on the pass-through between the diﬀerent forms of tariﬀ policies: the
Canadian exporters faced with ad valorem tariﬀs under the AD duties, while they faced with
the speciﬁc tariﬀs under SLA. Therefore, the direct comparison between the pass-through
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of AD duty and standard tariﬀs may be problematic. As shown in Brander and Spencer
(1984) and Helpman and Krugman (1989), the eﬀects on price are usually diﬀerent between
ad valorem and speciﬁc tariﬀs under monopoly. Under ad valorem tariﬀs, the tariﬀ size
depends on the exporter’s pricing, while it does not depend on their pricing under speciﬁc
tariﬀs. As a result, the pass-through of ad valorem tariﬀs tends to be lower than that of
speciﬁc tariﬀs because exporters have incentives to set their prices lower under ad valorem
tariﬀs in order to reduce the tariﬀ payment, while they do not have such incentives under
speciﬁc tariﬀs.
Due to this problem, we cannot obtain the precise diﬀerence of the pass-through between
the AD and standard tariﬀs; however, we can still possible to provide evidence of the exporters’ anticipation if we show the pass-through under the AD is larger than that under SLA
despite the lower estimate of the pass-through under the AD duties that took the form of ad
valorem tariﬀs. Note that. for this reason, we show the eﬀect of the exporters’ anticipation
on the pass-through at lower bound.

4

Empirical Speciﬁcation
This section discusses an estimation approach used for us to examine how trade remedies

aﬀected the importers’ and exporters’ anticipation of the future refund. Using a panel data
set that contains products disaggregated at eight-digit HTS level over the period from 1998 to
2005, we ﬁrst investigate the importers’ anticipation by analyzing the US import demand for
Canadian softwood lumber and then investigate the exporters’ pricing from the pass-through
analysis.
On the importers’ anticipation analysis, we employ a demand estimation technique focusing on the diﬀerence in the price sensitivity between under AD duty and the periods other
than the AD, i.e., the SLA, the Investigation, and the Gap periods. If importers anticipate
the complete refund in future, the import volume under AD duty should be the same as that
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under free trade, all other things being equal. On the other hand, if importers anticipate
the incomplete refund, the import volume should be smaller than that under free trade.
Therefore, if importers are more sensitive to import prices under AD duty, it can be considered that importers have anticipation on the future refund. Therefore, we can identify the
importers’ anticipation, rqI , by investigating the diﬀerence in the price coeﬃcients between
under AD duty and the periods other than the AD duties.
For the exporters’ anticipation analysis, we employ a pass-through equation. This paper
contains two divergences from the existing work on the pass-through of AD duties. First,
our data set includes not only the period of administrative reviews, but also the periods
prior to the reviews when the standard tariﬀs were applied. In addition, the Gap period
from December 2001 to May 2002 provides us with an experimental opportunity, in that
no tariﬀs were certainly imposed during this period. The unique institutional features of
the market allows us to directly compare the pass-through of both standard tariﬀs and AD
duties. Second, we incorporate the unobserved demand shocks recovered from the demand
estimates in the pass-through regression in order to reveal the supply side behavior more
precisely.

4.1

Importers’ anticipation:

Demand for Canadian Softwood

Lumber
We employ a two-stage nested logit model for the demand for the lumber by species
categorized by eight-digit HTS. The majority of demand for wood products comes from
housing; therefore, we use the number of housing starts multiplied by the average quantity
of wood products per house as market size M that is measured by the cubic meter. Then,
the purchasing unit becomes one cubic meter.
We categorize the lumber products into hardwood and two softwood lumber species,
Spruce, Pine, and Fir (SPF) and Cedar, because these species are usually used for diﬀerent
purposes. The SPF species have moderate strength, are worked easily, take paint readily
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and hold nails well, while the western red cedar, one of the cedar species, is soft, straightgrained, and extremely resistant to decay and insect damage. SPF is mainly used to make
dimension lumber for home building and panels, while the cedar species is used extensively
in roof coverings, exterior sidings, fences, decks, and other outdoor applications.
At a ﬁrst stage, each purchasing unit decides whether to choose SPF, Cedar, hardwood
lumber, or outside option, and at a second stage, it decides which species to be chosen. Each
unit chooses one cubic meter of wood products from the alternatives j = 0, 1, . . . , J that
gives the highest utility. Indirect utility for purchasing unit i from product j at time t is
speciﬁed as:
uijt = δjt + ζig(j)t (σ) + (1 − σ)ϵijt ,

(5)

where δjt is the mean utility for product j, g(j) represents the nest in which product j belongs,
and ζig(j)t and ϵijt are nest- and product-level deviation from the mean utility, respectively.
Each unit can choose not to buy any of Canadian softwood lumber: then, each unit chooses
the other wood products or American softwood lumber. We express the outside option as
product 0 whose mean valuation is normalized to be 0. We assume ζigt(s)t + (1 − σ)ϵijt to
follow generalized extreme value; then, the share function for product j can be written as
follows.
sjt = sjt/g(j) sg(j)t ,

(6)

where
sjt/g(j) =

exp(I
)
exp(δjt /(1 − σ))
∑ g(j)t
,
, sg(j)t =
exp(Ig(j)t /(1 − σ))
1 + g∈G exp(Igt )

(7)

where G = {SP F, Cedar, Hardwood}, the set of nests in the market, and g(j) ∈ G, the nest
in which product j belongs. sjt/g(j) and sg(j)t are the share of product j within the nest g(j)
and the share of the nest g(j) in the whole market, respectively. Igt is the average utility
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obtained from the choice of nest g, which can be written as:


∑
Igt = ln 
exp(δlt /(1 − σ)) ,

(8)

l∈Jg

Then, the estimation equation can be derived by specifying the mean utility function:

δjt = −λet pjt + Dj π + ξjt ,

(9)

where et pjt is the US market price of product j in CPI-adjusted USD at time t, Dj is
the dummy variable for product j, and ξjt is the product–time speciﬁc unobserved demand
shock. λ and π are parameters to be estimated. Note that the data available to us is export
prices (export unit values) rather than the US market prices. Under the SLA, the US market
prices should correspond to the export prices plus the speciﬁc tariﬀs. On the other hand,
because we cannot construct US market prices in a similar fashion because of the presence
of importers’ anticipation on the future refund, we simply include the export prices for the
data on the AD duties but allows the coeﬃcient on prices to vary during the AD duties
period. Note that as we discussed, the importers’ anticipation is identiﬁed by the diﬀerence
in coeﬃcient between AD duties periods and the periods other than AD duties. We include
the export prices during the AD duties period, but allows the coeﬃcient on the prices to
vary from period to period during the AD duties period. Then, the mean utility δ can be
rewritten as:
δjt = −[λ + (dj × Dtq )λq ]et p̄jt + Dj π + ξjt ,

(10)

where λq is a vector of coeﬃcients varying from period to period, but the coeﬃcients for the
periods other than the AD duty period equal zero. We deﬁne the subscript q as representing
10 distinct periods corresponding to SLA1–SLA4, Investigation, Gap, and AD1–AD4 in
Figure2. Then, we have four additional coeﬃcients which we deﬁne as λAD1 , λAD2 , λAD3 ,
λAD4 , respectively. Each of them capture the deviation from the price sensitivity during the
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periods of standard tariﬀs. If the price sensitivity is the same for all periods, we compute
the expected rate of AD duty, or the importers’ anticipation, for period i which can be
represented as:
λADi
= 1 + τ − rqI
λ

(11)

Using transformation in Berry (1994), we have

ln(sjt ) − ln(s0t ) = δjt + σ ln(sjt/g(j) )

(12)

where s0t is the share of outside option whose mean utility δ0t is normalized to zero.
Combining (10) and (12), we can estimate the parameters in mean utility and σ from the
moment condition on the unobserved demand shock ξjt . Following the literature, such as
Hausman (1997) and Nevo (2001), our identiﬁcation assumption is that the US speciﬁc valuation of product j is independent across countries after controlling for the product–speciﬁc
mean. Under this identiﬁcation assumption, the prices of product j in other countries is
valid instruments. In this study, we use the rest-of-world price of product j as an instrument for product j. As we allow the price coeﬃcient to be varied across periods, we use the
rest-of-world price times the period dummy variables for the ﬁrst to fourth administrative
review periods. In addition, we use the cost shifters, exchange rate, wage, log price, and oil
price as instruments. Based on the instruments introduced here, we estimate the parameters
by GMM.

4.2

Exporters’ Anticipation: Pass-through of AD Duties

Using disaggregated product level panel data of US softwood lumber imported from
Canada, we perform price regressions, extended from a standard pass-through equation as
follows:
ln(p̄jt ) = α ln(et ) + Xjt β + Dtq γ + ϵjt ,
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(13)

for product j and time t. Note that our data contain 29 lumber products in total with the
subheading number of 44070000. p̄jt is export price measured in CAD terms. et is a US–
Canada exchange rate and its coeﬃcient α indicates the pass-through of the exchange rate.
If α is found to be −1, Canadian ﬁrms fully adjusted their price in response to exchange
rates. On the other hand, if α equals 0, Canadian ﬁrms do not change their price in response
to exchange rates. Between these two extremes, i.e., a value of α between 0 and −1, is
called an incomplete pass-through. Goldberg and Knetter(1997) report that the existing
studies on exchange-rate pass-through mostly ﬁnd incomplete pass-through. Note that the
existing literature usually uses the importers’ market prices, i.e., export prices plus tariﬀs
as dependent variables, and hence the pass-through coeﬃcient usually takes between 0 and
1. A vector of Xjt includes cost and demand shifters, along with product dummy variables
at the eight-digit HTS level, quarterly dummy variables, and a constant term. For cost and
demand shifters, we incorporate the variables of wages (in CAD); the number of housing
units authorized by building permits in the US; world crude oil prices; and average log
prices. The summary statistics of these explanatory variables are presented in Table 1, and
data sources are described in the appendix.
Equation (12) also includes a set of policy dummy variables, Dtq . As Figure 1 shows, there
are four periods prior to the AD and CVD investigations (i.e., the period from April 1997 to
March 1998, from April 1998 to March 1999, from April 1999 to March 2000, and April 2000
to March 2003): the AD and CVD investigation period from April 2001 to November 2001;
the Gap period from December 2001 to May 2002; and four periods after the issuance of ﬁnal
positive determinations of AD and CVD (i.e., the period from June 2002 to March 2003;
from April 2003 to March 2004; April 2004 to March 2005; and from April 2005 to March
2006). As we deﬁned, q takes the values of 1 through 10 in correspond to the chronological
order of these policy events in Figure 1. The dummy variable, Dtq , receives one if time t
falls into the policy period q. The last term in the RHS of (12), ϵjt , is an error term, and
the Greek letters, α, β, and γ are parameters to be estimated.
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Note that, unlike the standard pass-through regressions (see, for example, Feenstra,
1989), the above regression includes neither tariﬀ rates nor AD duties. This is because
the data cover the period of the 1996 SLA, under which the US government imposed speciﬁc
tariﬀs on softwood lumber imported from Canada. Then, it is diﬃcult to compare the rates
of speciﬁc tariﬀ and ad valorem tariﬀ. Therefore, we include a set of policy dummy variables,
Dtq , and calculate pass-through for each period q based on the estimates. The calculation
method we apply is discussed in Section 4.
It is possible that the policy dummy variables, Dtq , may contain industry-wide supply
shocks, which may be unable to be controlled by the inclusion of the variables, Xjt . To cope
with this concern, we also apply a DID approach:

ln(p̄jt ) = α ln(et ) + Xjt β + Dtq γ1 + (dj × Dtq )γ2 + ϵjt .

(14)

The above equation introduces a new dummy variable, dj , which identiﬁes product j as
either in the treatment (when dj equals one) and control groups (when dj equals zero). The
treatment group is softwood lumber, which incurs tariﬀs. Note that both speciﬁc and ad
valorem tariﬀs were applied to the same categories of softwood lumber.
As a control group, we choose a set of products associated with hardwood lumber. Hardwood lumber possesses product characteristics similar to softwood lumber; this is because
the fact that both lumbers are classiﬁed under the same subheading number in the HTS. It is
known that hardwood lumber is not considered as very substitutable with softwood lumber
in terms of usage as housing material, but is subject to similar demand and supply shocks
as softwood lumber. Note that dj is a linear combination of the product dummy variables,
already included in Xjt . Again, the Greek letters, α, β, γ1 , and γ2 are the parameters to be
estimated.
In investigating the changes in the supply side behavior, we have to remove the eﬀect
of demand shock on the price movement. In particular, US softwood lumber market was
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subject to large demand shifts related to the housing boom induced by so called “sub-prime
loan”. We here introduce the unobserved demand shocks that control the product speciﬁc
demand shocks in the price equation. We specify the pricing equation with unobserved
demand shocks in the following partial linear form:

ln(p̄jt ) = f (zjt ) + α ln(et ) + Xjt β + Dtq γ1 + (dj × Dtq )γ2 + ϵjt ,

(15)

where f (·) is the function of the vector of unobserved demand shocks zjt . We assume that zjt
has three elements: own demand shock, ξjt ; sum of the other demand shocks within the same
∑
∑
∑
nest, l∈Jg(j) \{j} ξlt ; and the sum of the demand shocks across the nests, g∈G\g(j) l∈Jg(j) ξlt .

4.3

Identiﬁcation Issues

We now discuss what variation in data allows us to identify the importers’ anticipation
and exporters’ anticipation. First of all, as is discussed in the previous section, we compare
the price sensitivity under AD duty with that under the periods other than AD duties in
order to reveal the importers’ anticipation. Obviously, to do this, we need the data not
only for the AD duty periods but also for the periods other than AD duties. As our dataset
includes the SLA periods in addition to AD duty periods, we can assess the role of importers’
anticipation.
On the other hand, in order to estimate the tariﬀ pass-through, we need the variation in
tariﬀ rates for both AD duties and the standard tariﬀs. Although the estimation of the passthrough of tariﬀs is diﬃcult because the tariﬀ rates are renewed on rare occasions as discussed
in Feenstra (1989), the unique feature of the case of Canadian softwood lumber, the existence
of Gap periods, give rise to the variation that allows us to estimate the pass-through. Note
that we have the periods of investigation in addition to the SLA, AD and Gap periods;
however, because exporters might be required to pay the AD duties retroactively, exporters
would be subject to the eﬀects of trade policies even under the Investigation periods. On
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the other hand, all the Canadian exporters can export their products without the fear of
retroactive payment of tariﬀs during the Gap periods. Therefore, the tariﬀ rate during the
Gap periods should be zero and the presence of Gap periods allows us to have variation in
tariﬀ rates for both of the trade policies.12
While the Gap periods help to identify the pass-through, we need adequate length of the
Gap periods for estimation. As shown in Figure 1, the AD Gap periods were, unfortunately,
less than one month, which is too short to estimate the pass-through. Although the Gap
periods give rise to the variation in tariﬀ rates for both of the trade policies, it may be
diﬃcult to obtain precise pass-through estimates using such short AD Gap periods.
Because of the limitation imposed by the AD Gap periods, we treat the CVD Gap
periods as reference periods. As discussed above, it is problematic to assume the periods of
investigation as the period of zero tariﬀ rates because importers face implicit tariﬀs because of
the fear of retroactive determination for AD duties. However, in the case of trade remedies on
Canadian softwood lumber, the USDOC’s preliminary determination of CVD was positive
and retroactive, while that of AD duty was positive but not retroactive. Nonretroactive
determination on AD implies that the future payment of AD duty is unlikely to occur. As
CVD were never be applied to exporters and were unlikely to be applied AD during the
CVD Gap periods, the implicit tariﬀ rates should be close to zero; therefore, it is reasonable
to treat the CVD Gap periods as the reference period for the pass-through estimation.

5

Estimation Results
This section applies the estimation models described in the previous section to the data

set. The data used in this study are monthly observations from April 1998 to March 2005.
The summary statistics pertaining to the important variables used in the estimation appear
in Table 1, and the data sources are presented in the appendix.
12

Although there was a little change in tariﬀ rates during the AD duty periods, from 27.2 to 30.3%, it is
diﬃcult to estimate the pass-through from such minor variation.
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Price data are unit values of Canadian export of disaggregated softwood lumber products
at the eight-digit HTS level with subheadings ranging from 44071010 and 44079990 with a
unit of measurement of cubic meters. Note that the duties under the Softwood Lumber
Agreement in the period from 1996 to 2001 were directly levied by Canadian Government,
while duties associated with AD and CVD were done by US Customs. As we focus on the
pass-through into the export prices, we subtract the speciﬁc export duties from the unit
values under SLA in the analysis of exporters’ anticipation. Figure 2 lists the export prices
of cedar lumber, one of the species of softwood lumber, and the average tariﬀ rates, measured
as the ratio of the tariﬀs and te average export prices of the cedar lumber. The interesting
feature of the ﬁgure is that export prices were lower in the SLA period than in the AD period
though the tariﬀ rate under SLA and AD and CVD were almost identical. Therefore, we
infer that exporters responded diﬀerently to the standard tariﬀs and AD duties.
The data used in the estimation of demand and pass-through is summarized in Table 1.

5.1

Demand Estimates

We ﬁrst implement the demand estimation of Canadian softwood lumber and hardwood
lumber. Table 2 presents the results of the OLS and GMM. Because of the endogeneity, the
estimate of σ and the coeﬃcient on price are biased toward one and upward, respectively;
indeed, as the estimates in (2-ii) indicate, the endogeneity problems are successfully corrected
by using instruments. However, Hansen’s J-statistics in GMM is 23.10 and hence we reject
the null hypothesis of J = 0; however, we accept the current speciﬁcation because, as is
discussed in Hayashi (2000), the ﬁnite sample property of GMM estimation indicates that the
J-statistics tends to be overestimated. Partial F -statistics, or an average of the F -statistics
for the endogenous variables derived by setting all the coeﬃcients on the instruments to be
zero in the regression of the endogenous variable on the instruments and other exogenous
variables, is larger than 10. As shown in Staiger and Stock (1997), F > 10 indicates the
validity of the instruments.
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In the nested logit model, we categorize the products into three groups, SPF, Cedar
and Hardwood lumber. The estimate of σ is 0.587, and the 95% conﬁdence interval of the
estimate lies between 0 and 1. The result indicates that the current speciﬁcation is consistent
with the utility maximization problem and that the products within the same nest are close
substitutes.
Next we reports the results of the pass-through regression. Figure 3 shows the results
of the estimated expected rate of AD duty: a solid line indicates the estimates of equation
(11), and the dashed lines indicate their σ-interval. As shown in the ﬁgure, the the diﬀerence
between the actual and expected rate of AD duty, i.e., the expected rate of refund, is very
small in the ﬁrst and second periods of the AD duties. Previous studies, Gallaway, Blonigen,
and Flynn (1999) and Blonigen and Haynes (2010), assume that importers can correctly
assess the future refund or the importers have perfect foresight. Under this assumption,
importers set their prices based on the revised rate of AD duty. The line with triangle
markers shows the revised rate determined in the administrative review. Note that the results
of the fourth administrative review is not shown in the ﬁgure because the AD and CVD cases
were ended before the release of the ﬁnal determination on the third administrative review.13
Obviously, it is likely to have little relation to the estimated importers’ anticipation because
as shown in Figure 3, the rates under perfect foresight are outside of the σ-interval for two out
of three periods. The result is consistent with the well-known argument that the USDOC’s
discretion on the determination of the AD duty rate makes it diﬃcult to predict the rate
correctly and thereby the perfect foresight assumption is problematic.
How did the importers form their anticipation? Although importers had limited information on the exporters’ pricing and hence had diﬃculty in predicting the refund rate soon
after the imports, they could obtain the information on the refund through the release of
the determination of the administrative review. The revised refund rates were not directly
13

For the same reason, the ﬁnal determination of the third administrative review was not released. Therefore, we use the revised rate reported in the preliminary determination of the third administrative review in
Figure 3.
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related to the current rates of refund, but they should be a helpful clue to adjust for their
anticipation. Therefore, we consider the case in which importers adjust their anticipation
adaptively, that is, anticipate the refund rate to be equal to the rate released most recently
through the determination of the administrative review. Under this assumption, 1 + τ − rI
evolves in accordance with the release of the revised rate. To conﬁrm this hypothesis, we
construct the rate under adaptive expectations based on the chronology of the release of the
administrative review shown in Figure 4. As shown in Figure 3, the rate under adaptive
expectations is almost comparable to the estimates, although the rate in the third period
was outside of the σ-interval. The rate under adaptive expectations seems to perform better
than that under perfect foresight.14

5.2

Pass-through Estimates

We now proceed to the estimation of the AD duty pass-through for Canadian softwood
lumber exported to the US. Table 3 presents four results based on methods with product-level
ﬁxed eﬀects. Speciﬁcation (3-i) uses the data of softwood lumber and estimate equation (13),
whereas Speciﬁcation (3-ii) adds the data of hardwood lumber as a control group to perform
the pass-through regression based on equation (14). Speciﬁcation (3-iii) further include
the unobserved demand shocks based on the estimation results of demand based on the
estimation equation (15): we implement the pass-through regression by using a polynomial
series estimator for f (·). The empirical results presented here is third order approximation
on f (·). However, we found that there is little diﬀerence between the third and fourth order
approximation.
The upper portion of Table 3 reports the estimates of the regression coeﬃcients. Our
inferences are based on heteroskedasticity-robust standard errors. All results obtained indi14

Note that ideally, we should investigate the case of rational expectations, that is, reveal what aﬀects the
formation of the anticipation statistically by controlling for the variables in the importers’ information set
when implementing the demand estimation. However, since we focus on a particular case of the AD duties,
we have little variation with which identify the eﬀects of various factors on the importers’ anticipation
separately.
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cate that the models ﬁt the data moderately well; the adjusted R2 is approximately 0.7 or
higher.
The coeﬃcient of exchange-rate pass-through is estimated to be around 0.34–0.5 in all
speciﬁcations, indicating the export prices of softwood lumber were not fully responsive to
exchange rates. The result of this incomplete exchange-rate pass-through is consistent with
the ﬁndings in the existing literature, surveyed in, for example, Goldberg and Knetter (1997).
The price elasticity with respect to wage is estimated to be negative in speciﬁcation (3-i)
and (3-ii) but takes positive values at 1 % signiﬁcance level in speciﬁcation (3-iii), while
the elasticities with respect to oil and log prices are found to be neither statistically nor
economically signiﬁcant in all speciﬁcations. Note that the partial eﬀects of the unobserved
demand shocks are reasonably estimated: the own demand shock is positively correlated
with the prices, while the positive demand shocks for competing products are negatively
correlated with the price. In particular, within competing products, the demand shocks of
products belong to the same group as product j decrease the price of product j at a rate
greater than the diﬀerent groups.
Based on the estimates, we calculate the pass-through of tariﬀs. Note that we do not
directly include the tariﬀ rates in the pass-through regressions, because we focus on the
diﬀerence between speciﬁc and ad valorem tariﬀs that are not directly comparable. We thus
employ the policy dummy variables, Dtq , and construct the calculated tariﬀ pass-through
using the Gap period when the tariﬀ was nil as the reference period for Dtq . Then, we
can obtain an export price under the counterfactual situation for which tariﬀs had not been
imposed at period q. We calculate the average value of pass-through for the regime of speciﬁc
tariﬀs (in the period from April 1998 to March 2001 during the study period), and that for
the regime of ad valorem tariﬀs (in the period from June 2002 to March 2006), as follows.
p̄AD − p0
,
τ p0
p̄SLA − p0
PTS ≡
τS
P T AD ≡
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(16)

where p0 , p̄AD , and p̄SLA are the export prices under free trade, AD duty, and speciﬁc tariﬀ,
respectively. Note that p0 is unobserved and hence be constructed using the pass-through
estimates, i.e., the estimated free trade price for the period q is:

pˆ0 = exp [ln(p̄q ) − γ̂2q ] ,

(17)

where γ̂2q is the estimate of the q-th element of γ2 .
We calculate the tariﬀ pass-through for each of the nine periods (note that we took the
Gap period as a reference). Table 4 summarizes our ﬁndings. The block on the left in the
table is based on the estimates from Table 4. The ﬁrst row, calculated from Speciﬁcation
(4-i), indicates that the diﬀerence is statistically signiﬁcant as is expected and is 40% on
average in the period of administrative review, relative to that in the period prior to the
review. The results indicate the presence of exporters’ anticipation in the presence of AD
duties.
Note, however, that the pass-through estimates during the SLA in Speciﬁcation (4-i)
should be unreasonable because it takes the value less than –1, which implies that the US
market prices and lower under the tariﬀs than free trade. One of the reason why we obtained
such estimates is that the results from speciﬁcations (4-i) do not control for, and thus are
susceptible to, industry-wide supply shocks. We thus introduce the controls presented in
equation (14). As hardwood lumber has characteristics similar to softwood lumber, but its
usage is not considered as substitutable to the usage of softwood lumber, we take hardwood
as a control group to estimate the pass-through regression based on equation (14). The
results shown in Speciﬁcation (4-ii) in Table 4 indicates the positive diﬀerence but it is not
statistically signiﬁcant. However, now the pass-through of tariﬀs under SLA takes the value
between 0 and −1: the exporters absorbed the impact of tariﬀ by 66%, and hence the US
market prices increased by 34% of the amount of the tariﬀs.
In addition to the introduction of control groups to control for the industry wide shocks,
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we introduce the unobserved demand shocks in equation (14), taking the eﬀect of housing
bubbles during the periods of the AD and CVD seriously. The results shown in speciﬁcations
(5-iii) now indicate a positive diﬀerence at the 1% signiﬁcance level, and the pass-through
estimates under the SLA lie between 0 and −1.

6

US Market Prices and Welfare Assessment
So far, we found that the importers’ anticipation decrease the US market prices, while

the exporters’ anticipation increase under the AD duties. We now investigate the eﬀects of
AD duties on the US market prices and assess whether the AD duties were more restrictive
measure in reducing imports. Then, we quantify the anticipatory eﬀects on consumer welfare.

6.1

Impacts on the US market prices

Combining the results of importers’ and exporters’ anticipation, we here investigate the
diﬀerence in the pass-through eﬀects on the US market prices between of AD duties and
standard tariﬀs. The pass-through into US market prices is deﬁned as:
pAD − p0
τ − rI p̄AD
P TAD ≡
=
+ P T AD ,
τ p0
τ
p0
pSLA − p0
P TS ≡
= 1 + PTS
τS

(18)

where pAD and pSLA are the US market prices under AD and SLA, respectively.
Table 5 shows the results of the pass-through into the US market prices. The ﬁrst column
of the table shows the pass-through estimates averaged over the SLA and the AD periods
and their diﬀerence. As shown, there is no signiﬁcant diﬀerence between these trade policies.
This is because several periods after the imposition of the AD duty, the importers adjusted
their anticipation and increased the volume of imports taking account of the future refund.15
15

Note that as we discussed, because of the measurement problem of the pass-through, the pass-through
of ad valorem tariﬀs tends to be smaller than that of speciﬁc tariﬀs. Therefore, to take this feature into
account, there should be larger diﬀerences between AD duties and standard tariﬀs.
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Note that, as shown in the analysis of the importers’ anticipation, because the importers did
not take account of the future refund at an earlier stage of the AD duties, i.e., the periods
of AD1 and AD2, the AD duties should increase more than the standard tariﬀs under the
SLA. To see the diﬀerence in eﬀects from period to period, we estimate the pass-through for
diﬀerent periods. The second row of the table shows estimates of the pass-through in the
ﬁrst and second periods of the administrative review. The results show that the pass-through
into the US market prices is signiﬁcantly higher. On the other hand, as shown in the third
row of the table, which shows estimates of the pass-through in the third and fourth periods,
the pass-through is smaller. Therefore, while the AD duty had similar impacts on US market
prices on average, the eﬀects were diﬀerent from period to period. In particular, because the
AD duty increases more at early stages of the trade remedies, the AD measure might be a
more restrictive measure if people heavily discount future beneﬁt. In the following section,
we assess the eﬀects on consumer welfare, including how much the additional increase in US
market prices in the early stages of the trade remedies harmed consumer welfare.

6.2

Eﬀects on consumer welfare

Based on the demand system introduced in the previous section, we compute the changes
in consumer welfare resulting from the anticipatory eﬀects as follows:

∆CS =

(
)
(
)
∑
∑
ln 1 + g∈G exp((1 − σ)Igt (et pτ )) − ln 1 + g∈G exp((1 − σ)Igt (et p0 ))
λ

, (19)

where pτ is the price for which we consider two cases: the price in the presence of anticipatory
eﬀects, i.e., the price under AD duties; and the price without anticipatory eﬀects, i.e., the
price under standard tariﬀs. For both cases, the tariﬀ rates are set to be the actual rate of
AD duties. The latter price is calculated by setting the pass-through of AD duty to be the
same as that of standard tariﬀs. In deriving the counterfactual prices, we employ the passthrough estimates in Table 5. The simulation results are summarized in table 6. As shown
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in this table, because of the dynamic incentives, the welfare cost of AD duty is increased by
4.86% higher compared to that of standard tariﬀ in total. However, the additional welfare
costs resulting from the anticipatory eﬀects are huge, about 77% of standard tariﬀs at early
stages of the AD duties.

7

Conclusion
The softwood lumber dispute between the US and Canada has been one of the longest

running trade disputes in history, producing extensive litigation in the US, the NAFTA, and
the WTO spanning questions of subsidization, dumping, and injury. For the moment at least,
the dispute appears to have been settled by the entry into another round of the US–Canada
SLA, under which Canada has agreed to impose a tiered system of export taxes, quantitative
controls, and export licenses on its softwood lumber exports. This paper assessed whether
importers’ and exporters’ behavior was altered by the institutional features surrounding
the AD administration with an application to US-Canada softwood lumber disputes in the
period from 1997 to 2006. This paper used the panel data of US disaggregated softwood
lumber with the coverage beyond the period of AD administrative reviews, and performed
the demand estimation and pass-through regressions. The unique features of the softwood
lumber market helped us identify the role of market competitiveness in tariﬀ pass-through.
This paper ﬁrst showed that the importers’ anticipation evolved according to the release
of most recent release of the refund rate determined on the administrative review. It also
showed that exporters set their prices higher in the presence of the AD duties, which is
consistent with the dynamic incentives to increase the refund rate. While the overall impact
on US market prices is not signiﬁcant, the paper reveals that at early stages of the AD
period, the anticipatory eﬀects increased the pass-through into US market prices more than
the standard tariﬀs. The additional welfare costs of AD duties resulting from the anticipatory
eﬀects are amount to 77% of standard tariﬀs at an early stage of the AD periods. Although
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the welfare costs were oﬀset by the reduction in the welfare costs at late stages of the AD
periods, it is worth accounting for these welfare costs and the diﬀerence in the path of the
price impacts of AD duties in implementing the AD duties.

A

Data
The data used on the LHS of equations (1) and (2) were monthly value and quantity

of Canadian exports to US for selected lumber related products in the period from April
1997 to March 2005. Canadian International Merchandize Trade provides the eight-digit
HTS codes with subheading numbers ranging from 44071010 to 44079990. The treatment
group, which is subject to tariﬀs, is softwood lumber (HTS 44071010 - 44071090), while
the control group is deﬁned as hardwood lumber (HTS 44072400 - 44079990). The timeline
of events associated with AD and CVD along with their duties is obtained from Federal
Register. Monthly exchange rates between Canada and US are taken from International
Financial Statistics. The variable of the number of housing units authorized by building
permit is used as a proxy for US softwood lumber demand. The data are from US Census
Bureau. Three variables were employed to capture marginal cost of exporting Canadian
softwood lumber to the Untied States. Data on average monthly wage for all manufacturing
are taken from Statistics Canada, and those on world crude oil prices are from the US Energy
Information Administration (EIA). These two variables are associated with marginal cost of
producing and delivering softwood lumber. The last cost variable is average log prices, taken
from the Ministry of Forests and Range in the Province of British Columbia. This variable
reﬂects the opportunity cost of producing softwood lumber in Canada, instead of shipping
logs and manufacturing lumber in the United States.
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Table 1: Summary Statistics
Time

Log prices

Housing starts

97.4-98.3
98.4-99.3
99.4-00.3
00.4-01.3
01.4-01.11
01.12-02.5
02.6-03.3
03.4-04.3
04.3-05.3
05.4-06.4

4.672
4.552
4.601
4.626
4.673
4.655
4.747
4.487
4.438
4.362

11.711
11.809
11.805
11.766
11.839
11.791
11.854
11.959
12.035
12.084

2.750
2.782
2.803
2.830
2.821
2.936
2.886
3.007
2.950
3.029

3.091
2.796
3.389
3.661
3.507
3.424
3.687
3.579
3.852
4.115

0.338
0.409
0.386
0.408
0.440
0.459
0.436
0.301
0.245
0.177

Average

4.581

11.865

2.879

3.510

0.360

Note: All the variables are in logarithm.
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Wage Oil prices

Exchange rate

Table 2: Demand Estimates

Est.
Coef. on Price
λ
λAD1
λAD2
λAD3
λAD4
σ
Const.

(2-i) OLS
S.E.

-0.0002
0.0001
0.0008
0.0011
0.0013

0.0001 ***
0.0001
0.0001 ***
0.0001 ***
0.0001 ***

0.9799 0.0065 ***
-3.5239 0.0284 ***

(2-ii) GMM
Est.
S.E.

-0.0051 0.0012 ***
-0.0013 0.0005 **
-0.0014 0.0004 ***
-0.0001 0.0003
-0.0006 0.0005
0.7326
-3.1094

0.1014 ***
0.3245 ***

Quarter dummy
Product dummy

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

R2 / J-stat. (dof)
Partial F -stat.
No. of obs.

0.99
2472

23.46(3)
33.4
2472

Note: ***, ** and * denote signiﬁcance at 1, 5 and 10%, respectively.
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Table 3: Results of pass-through regression: export prices
(3-i)SL
S.E.

Est.
LN(Exchange Rate)
LN(Wage)
LN(Housing Start)
LN(Log Price)
LN(Oil Price)
SLA1
SLA2
SLA3
SLA4
Investigation
AD1
AD2
AD3
AD4
SL*SLA1
SL*SLA2
SL*SLA3
SL*SLA4
SL*Investigation
SL*AD1
SL*AD2
SL*AD3
SL*AD4
Constant
Partial eﬀects of:
ξjt
∑
l∈Jg(j) \{j} ξlt
∑
∑
g∈G\g(j)

l∈Jg(j)

ξlt

0.343
-0.099
0.064
0.121
-0.005
-0.234
-0.294
-0.331
-0.445
-0.016
-0.185
-0.260
-0.124
-0.194
4.278

0.236
0.131
0.064
0.089
0.058
0.047
0.050
0.035
0.035
0.035
0.037
0.046
0.058
0.075
0.890

-

(3-ii)SL&HL
Est.
S.E.
0.499
-0.009
0.050
0.102
0.015
-0.064
-0.100
-0.108
-0.144
-0.007
-0.085
-0.046
-0.025
0.002
-0.136
-0.168
-0.206
-0.297
0.000
-0.096
-0.196
-0.079
-0.178
4.134

0.199
0.098
0.052
0.074
0.047
0.052
0.054
0.038
0.044
0.039
0.039
0.047
0.054
0.067
0.047
0.051
0.046
0.053
0.051
0.049
0.045
0.046
0.048
0.696

-

-

-

-

***
***
***
***
***
***
**
***

**

(3-iii)SL&HL with ξ
Est.
S.E.
**

0.446
0.166
0.066
-0.047
-0.016
-0.072
-0.059
-0.088
0.024
-0.052
-0.044
0.005
0.026
0.189
-0.231
-0.177
-0.220
-0.302
0.002
-0.079
-0.174
-0.077
-0.148
4.535

0.136
0.046
0.051
0.030
0.010
0.030
0.019
0.022
0.016
0.020
0.026
0.031
0.040
0.024
0.027
0.027
0.023
0.028
0.023
0.026
0.024
0.022
0.025
0.262

***
***

-

0.454
-0.025

0.027
0.003

***
***

-

-0.004

0.001

***

*
***
***
**

***
***
***
***
*
***
*
***
***

Quarter dummy variables
Product dummy variables

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes
Yes

R2
No. of obs.

0.697
1826

0.804
2472

0.922
2472

Note: ***, ** and * denote signiﬁcance at 1, 5 and 10%, respectively.
Speciﬁcation (3-iii) applies a third order polynomial expansion in an approximation of f (·).
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**
***
***
**
*

***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***
***

Table 4: Pass-through Estimates: export prices
SLA

AD

Diﬀerence

(4-i)SL

Est. -1.153
S.E. 0.147

-0.759
0.177

0.395
0.159

(4-ii)SL&HL

Est. -0.657
S.E. 0.155

-0.535
0.145

0.122
0.085

(4-iii)SL&HL with ξ

Est. -0.800
S.E. 0.082

-0.462
0.071

0.338
0.050
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**

***

Table 5: Pass-through estimates: US market prices
SLA
(5-i) All AD periods

AD

Diﬀerence

Est. 0.200 0.206
S.E. 0.082 0.092

0.006
0.065

(5-ii) AD1 & AD2

Est.
S.E.

0.200 0.358
0.082 0.087

0.158
0.078

(5-iii) AD3 & AD4

Est. 0.200 0.064
S.E. 0.082 0.093

-0.136
0.080
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**

Table 6: Average consumer welfare eﬀects of AD duties and standard tariﬀs

AD duty(USD) Standard tariﬀ(USD)

Diﬀerence

Rate of Change (%)

(7-i) AD1 & AD2
(7-ii) AD3 & AD4

522843484
95949210

295065782
295065782

227777702
-199116572

77.24
-67.49

Total

618792694

590131564

28661130

4.86

Note: (6-i) and (6-ii) of this table computed by using the pass-through, (5-ii) and (5-iii)
reported in table 5, respectively.
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Figure 1: Timeline of the events
96.4
97.4
SLA1
98.4

SLA periods:
tariff-rate-quota

SLA2
99.4
SLA3
00.4
SLA4
01.4: AD&CVD petition filed.
01.8: USDOC’s prelim. determination on CVD: Positive, Retroactive
Investigation
01.11: USDOC’s prelim. determination on AD: Positive, Not Retroactive

AD and CVD
Investigation periods

01.12: 120 days passed after the prelim. determination on CVD: CVD gap started.

CVD gap periods
02.5.5: 180 days passed after the prelim. determination on AD: AD gap started.

Gap: Reference

AD gap periods
02.5.22: USDOC’s final determinations on AD&CVD: Positive, Not Retroactive for both cases
AD1

Coverage of 1 st review
03.4

AD2

Coverage of 2 nd review
04.4
AD and CVD periods

Coverage of

3 rd review

Coverage of

4 th review

AD3
05.4
AD4
06.4
06.10: New SLA started.
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Figure 2: Export price movement
Export price (USD)
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04.3-05.3
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Figure 3: Importers’ anticipation
(%)
40.00
35.00
AD+CVD rate

30.00
25.00
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Adaptive expectation

20.00
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10.00
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0.00
-5.00
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-10.00
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2004.04-2005.03

2005.04-2006.03

Figure 4: Revised rates released by the USDOC’s administrative review
02.5

Coverage of 1 st review

03.4

Coverage of 2 nd review

04.4
04.6: Prelim. determination of 1st administrative review (CVD=9.24%, ADD=3.98%)
Coverage of 3 rd review
04.12: Final determination of 1st administrative review (CVD=17.24%, ADD=4.03%)
05.4
05.5: Prelim. determination of 2nd administrative review (CVD=8.18%, ADD=2.44%)

Coverage of 4 th review

05.12: Prelim. determination of 3rd administrative review (CVD=11.23%, ADD=3.47%)
06.3: Final determination of 2st administrative review (CVD=8.7%, ADD=2.11%)
06.4

06.10
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